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Food, Power, and Resistance
in the Andes Sep 28 2023
Food, Power, and Resistance in
the Andes is a dynamic,
interdisciplinary study of how
food's symbolic and pragmatic
meanings influence access to
power and the possibility of
resistance in the Andes. In the
Andes, cooking often provides
Quechua women with a
discursive space for achieving
economic self-reliance, creative
expression, and for maintaining
socio-cultural identities and
practices. This book explores
the ways in which artistic
representations of food and
cooks often convey subversive
meanings that resist attempts
to locate indigenous Andeans-
and Quechua women in
particular-at the margins of
power. In addition to providing
an introduction to the
meanings and symbolisms
associated with various Andean
foods, this book also includes
the literary analysis of Andean
poetry and prose, as well as
several Quechua oral
narratives collected and
translated by the author during
fieldwork carried out over a
period of several years in the
southern Peruvian Andes. By

following the thematic thread
of artistic representations of
food, this book allows readers
to explore a variety of Andean
art forms created in both
colonial and contemporary
contexts. In genres such as the
novel, Quechua oral narrative,
historical chronicle,
testimonies, photography,
painting, and film, artists
represent Quechua cooks who
utilize their access to food
preparation and distribution as
a tactic for evading the
attempts of a patriarchal
hegemony to silence their
voices, desires, values, and
cultural expressions. Whether
presented orally, visually, or in
a print medium, each of these
narratives represents food and
cooking as a site where conflict
ensues, symbolic meanings are
negotiated, and identities are
(re)constructed. Food, Power,
and Resistance will be of
interest to Andean Studies and
Food Studies scholars, and to
students of Anthropology and
Latin American Studies.
Yanantin and Masintin in the
Andean World Sep 04 2021
Yanantin and Masintin in the
Andean World is an eloquently
written autoethnography in
which researcher Hillary S.
Webb seeks to understand the
indigenous Andean concept of
yanantin or “complementary
opposites.” One of the most
well-known and defining
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characteristics of indigenous
Andean thought, yanantin is an
adherence to a philosophical
model based on the belief that
the polarities of existence (such
as male/ female, dark/light,
inner/outer) are
interdependent and essential
parts of a harmonious whole.
Webb embarks on a personal
journey of understanding the
yanantin worldview of
complementary duality through
participant observation and
reflection on her individual
experience. Her investigation is
a thoughtful, careful, and rich
analysis of the variety of ways
in which cultures make
meaning of the world around
them, and how deeply attached
we become to our own
culturally imposed meaning-
making strategies.
Lessons from a Quechua
Strongwoman Sep 16 2022
Using the intriguing stories and
words of a Quechua-speaking
woman named Luisa Cadena
from the Pastaza Province of
Ecuador, Janis B. Nuckolls
reveals a complex language
system in which ideophony,
dialogue, and perspective are
all at the core of cultural and
grammatical communications
among Amazonian Quechua
speakers. This book is a
fascinating look at
ideophones—words that
communicate succinctly
through imitative sound
qualities. They are at the core
of Quechua speakers’
discourse—both linguistic and
cultural—because they allow
agency and reaction to
substances and entities as well
as beings. Nuckolls shows that
Luisa Cadena’s utterances give
every individual, major or

minor, a voice in her narrative.
Sometimes as subtle as a
barely felt movement or
unintelligible sound, the
language supports an
amazingly wide variety of
voices. Cadena’s narratives and
commentaries on everyday
events reveal that sound
imitation through ideophones,
representations of dialogues
between humans and
nonhumans, and grammatical
distinctions between a
speaking self and an other are
all part of a language system
that allows for the possibility of
shared affects, intentions,
moral values, and meaningful,
communicative interactions
between humans and
nonhumans.
Magical Writing In Salasaca
Jan 26 2021 This book
demonstrates that the beliefs
about writing reflect extensive
contact with birth certificates,
baptism records, and other
church and state documents. It
reviews Ecuadorian history to
identify the specific
documentation sources that
have most influenced beliefs in
the witch's book.
Andean Lives May 05 2024
Gender and the Politics of
Rights and Democracy in
Latin America May 01 2021
This volume assesses one of the
most important developments
in contemporary Latin
American women's movements:
the engagement with rights-
based discourses. Organised
women have played a central
role in the continued struggle
for democracy in the region
and with it gender justice. The
foregrounding of human rights,
and within them the
recognition of women's rights,

has offered women a strategic
advantage in pursuing their
goals of an inclusive
citizenship. The country-based
chapters analyse specific
bodies of rights: rights and
representation, domestic
violence, labour rights,
reproductive rights, legal
advocacy, socio-economic
rights, rights and ethnicity, and
rights, the state and autonomy.
Weaving the Past Feb 27 2021
Weaving the Past is the first
comprehensive history of Latin
America's indigenous women.
While concentrating mainly on
native women in Mesoamerica
and the Andes, it also covers
indigenous peoples in a variety
of areas of South and Central
America. Drawing on primary
and secondary sources, it
argues that change, not
continuity, has been the norm
for indigenous peoples whose
resilience in the face of
complex and long-term
patterns of cultural change is
due in no small part to the
roles, actions, and agency of
women.
Gregorio Condori Mamani
Feb 02 2024
The Cord Keepers Feb 19 2023
Breaks new ground with a
close ethnography of one
Andean village where villagers,
surprisingly, have conserved a
set of ancient, knowledge-
encoded cords to the present
day.
Killing the Snake of Poverty.
Local perceptions of poverty
and wellbeing and peoples
capabilities to improve their
lives in the Southern Andes of
Peru Mar 30 2021
Encyclopedia of the World's
Minorities Dec 20 2022 This
study of minorities involves the
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difficult issues of rights,
justice, equality, dignity,
identity, autonomy, political
liberties, and cultural
freedoms. The A-Z
Encyclopedia presents the
facts, arguments, and areas of
contention in over 560 entries
in a clear, objective manner.
For a full list of entries,
contributors, and more, visit
the Encyclopedia of the World's
Minorities website.
The Voice of the Past Jun 13
2022 Oral history gives history
back to the people in their own
words. And in giving a past, it
also helps them towards a
future of their own making.
Oral history and life stories
help to create a truer picture of
the past and the changing
present, documenting the lives
and feelings of all kinds of
people, many otherwise hidden
from history. It explores
personal and family
relationships and uncovers the
secret cultures of work. It
connects public and private
experience, and it highlights
the experiences of migrating
between cultures. At the same
time it can bring courage to the
old, meaning to communities,
and contact between
generations. Sometimes it can
offer a path for healing divided
communities and those with
traumatic memories. Without it
the history and sociology of our
time would be poor and
narrow. In this fourth edition of
his pioneering work, fully
revised with Joanna Bornat,
Paul Thompson challenges the
accepted myths of historical
scholarship. He discusses the
reliability of oral evidence in
comparison with other sources
and considers the social

context of its development. He
looks at the relationship
between memory, the self and
identity. He traces oral history
through its own past and
weighs up the recent
achievements of a movement
which has become
international, with notably
strong developments in North
America, Europe, Australia,
Latin America, South Africa
and the Far East, despite
resistance from more
conservative academics. This
new edition combines the
classic text of The Voice of the
Past with many new sections,
including especially the
worldwide development of
different forms of oral history
and the parallel memory boom,
as well as discussions of theory
in oral history and of memory,
trauma and reconciliation. It
offers a deep social and
historical interpretation along
with succinct practical advice
on designing and carrying out a
project, The Voice of the Past
remains an invaluable tool for
anyone setting out to use oral
history and life stories to
construct a more authentic and
balanced record of the past and
the present.
The Grammar of Thinking
Jun 25 2023 Sentence (1)
represents the phenomenon of
reported thought, (2) that of
reported speech: (1) Sasha
thought: "This is fine" or Sasha
thought that this would be fine
(2) Sasha said: "This is fine" or
Sasha said that this would be
fine While sentences as in (1)
have often been discussed in
the context of those in (2) the
former have rarely received
specific attention. This has
meant that much of the

semantic and structural
complexity, cross-linguistic
variation, as well as the precise
relation between (1) and (2)
and related phenomena have
remained unstudied.
Addressing this gap, this
volume represents the first
collection of studies specifically
dedicated to reported thought.
It introduces a wide variety of
cross-linguistic examples of the
phenomenon and brings
together authors from
linguistic typology, corpus and
interactional linguistics, and
formal and functional theories
of syntax to shed light on how
talking about thoughts can
become grammar in the
languages of the world. The
book should be of interest to
linguists, philosophers of
language, linguistic
anthropologists and
communication specialists
seeking to understand topics at
the boundary of stylistics and
morphosyntax, as well as the
grammar of epistemicity.
The Hold Life Has Jan 09
2022 This second edition of
Catherine J. Allen's distinctive
ethnography of the Quechua-
speaking people of the Andes
brings their story into the
present. She has added an
extensive afterword based on
her visits to Sonqo in 1995 and
2000 and has updated and
revised parts of the original
text. The book focuses on the
very real problem of cultural
continuity in a changing world,
and Allen finds that the hold
life has in 2002 is not the same
as it was in 1985.
Ch'orti'-Maya Survival in
Eastern Guatemala Jul 15
2022 An ethnographic study of
the Ch'orti' Maya of Guatemala
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and their reformulation of their
history and identity.
Water and Power in Highland
Peru Mar 23 2023
Cabanaconde, a town of 5,000
people, is located in the arid
Andean highlands. It is
dominated by the foreboding
Hualca Hualca mountain peak
that is the source of this town's
much-needed water. How the
villagers obtain this water, Paul
Gelles writes, is not a simple
process: the politics of
irrigation in this area reflect a
struggle for control of vital
resources, deeply rooted in the
clash between local, ritualized
models of water distribution
and the secular model put forth
by the Peruvian state. Water
and Power in Highland Peru
provides an insightful case
study on the intense conflicts
over water rights, and a
framework for studying ethnic
conflict and the effects of
"development," not only in
Peru, but in other areas as
well. Most of the inhabitants of
Cabanaconde do not identify
themselves with the dominant
Spanish-speaking culture found
in Peru. And the Peruvian
state, grounded in a racist,
post-Colonial ethos, challenges
the village's long-standing, non-
Western framework for
organizing water management.
Gelles demonstrates that
Andean culture is dynamic and
adaptive, and it is a powerful
source of ethnic identity, even
for those who leave the village
to live elsewhere. Indigenous
rituals developed in this part of
the world, he states, have
become powerful tools of
resistance against interference
by local elites and the present-
day Peruvian state. Most

importantly, the micropolitics
of Cabanaconde provide a
window into a struggle that is
taking place around the world.
Encyclopedia of Life Writing Jul
27 2023 First published in
2001. This is the first
substantial reference work in
English on the various forms
that constitute "life writing." As
this term suggests, the
Encyclopedia explores not only
autobiography and biography
proper, but also letters, diaries,
memoirs, family histories, case
histories, and other ways in
which individual lives have
been recorded and structured.
It includes entries on genres
and subgenres, national and
regional traditions from around
the world, and important auto-
biographical writers, as well as
articles on related areas such
as oral history, anthropology,
testimonies, and the
representation of life stories in
non-verbal art forms.
Decolonizing Indigeneity Oct
18 2022 While there are
differences between cultures in
different places and times,
colonial representations of
indigenous peoples generally
suggest they are not capable of
literature nor are they worthy
of being represented as
nations. Colonial
representations of indigenous
people continue on into the
independence era and can still
be detected in our time. The
thesis of this book is that there
are various ways to decolonize
the representation of
Amerindian peoples. Each
chapter has its own decolonial
thesis which it then resolves.
Chapter 1 proves that there is
coloniality in contemporary
scholarship and argues that

word choices can be improved
to decolonize the way we
describe the first Americans.
Chapter 2 argues that
literature in Latin American
begins before 1492 and shows
the long arc of Mayan
expression, taking the Popol
Wuj as a case study. Chapter 3
demonstrates how colonialist
discourse is reinforced by a
dualist rhetorical ploy of
ignorance and arrogance in a
Renaissance historical
chronicle, Agustin de Zárate's
Historia del descubrimiento y
conquista del Perú. Chapter 4
shows how by inverting the
Renaissance dualist
configuration of civilization and
barbarian, the Nahua (Aztecs)
who were formerly considered
barbarian can be "civilized"
within Spanish norms. This is
done by modeling the
categories of civilization
discussed at length by the Friar
Bartolomé de las Casas as a
template that can serve to
evaluate Nahua civil society as
encapsulated by the
historiography of Fernando de
Alva Ixtlilxochitl, a possibility
that would have been available
to Spaniards during that time.
Chapter 5 maintains that the
colonialities of the pre-
Independence era survive, but
that Criollo-indigenous
dialogue is capable of
excavating their roots to
extirpate them. By comparing
the discussions of the hacienda
system by the Peruvian essayist
Manuel González Prada and by
the Mayan-Quiché eye-witness
to history Rigoberta Menchú,
this books shows that there is
common ground between their
viewpoints despite the different
genres in which their work
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appears and despite the
different countries and the
eight decades that separated
them, suggesting a universality
to the problem of the hacienda
which can be dissected. This
book models five different
decolonizing methods to
extricate from the continuities
of coloniality both indigenous
writing and the representation
of indigenous peoples by
learned elites.
From Cuenca to Queens Jul 03
2021 Transnational migration
is a controversial and much-
discussed issue in both the
popular media and the social
sciences, but at its heart
migration is about individual
people making the difficult
choice to leave their families
and communities in hopes of
achieving greater economic
prosperity. Vicente Quitasaca is
one of these people. In 1995 he
left his home in the Ecuadorian
city of Cuenca to live and work
in New York City. This
anthropological story of
Vicente's migration and its
effects on his life and the lives
of his parents and siblings adds
a crucial human dimension to
statistics about immigration
and the macro impact of
transnational migration on the
global economy. Anthropologist
Ann Miles has known the
Quitasacas since 1989. Her
long acquaintance with the
family allows her to delve
deeply into the factors that
eventually impelled the oldest
son to make the difficult and
dangerous journey to the
United States as an
undocumented migrant.
Focusing on each family
member in turn, Miles explores
their varying perceptions of

social inequality and racism in
Ecuador and their reactions to
Vicente's migration. As family
members speak about Vicente's
new, hard-to-imagine life in
America, they reveal how
transnational migration
becomes a symbol of failure,
hope, resignation, and promise
for poor people in struggling
economies. Miles frames this
fascinating family biography
with an analysis of the
historical and structural
conditions that encourage
transnational migration, so that
the Quitasacas' story becomes
a vivid firsthand illustration of
this growing global
phenomenon.
Lines in the Water Nov 18 2022
"Lines in the Water is both an
unusually thoughtful book and
a major contribution to the
discussion on 'sustainable
development.'"—James
Ferguson, author of
Expectations of Modernity "Ben
Orlove knows the cultural
communities and landscapes of
Lake Titicaca like the back of
his hand, but relates them to
an entire body of literature
about lake-dwelling cultures.
His thematic approach to
mountains, water, names and
other elements of the Titicaca
environs makes for rich
reading and provocative
debate. This book takes the
field of political ethno-ecology
to heights never before
imagined by other
practitioners."—Gary Nabhan,
author of Cultures of Habitat
and Coming Home to Eat "In
this illuminating account of life
around Lake Titicaca, Ben
Orlove draws on his curiosity
and experience to offer the
reader a rich sense of places,

voices, sights, and even
pathways. Combining
descriptions of everyday
practices and history, political
and economic forces, and
personal memories, he
provides an insightful
ethnography, an imaginative
achievement, and a fine
read."—Stephen Gudeman,
author of The Anthropology of
Economy "A brave, accessible,
and often lyrical account of
Lake Titicaca and its people's
successful struggle to manage
their own resources. Orlove
wears his deep learning lightly:
a pleasure to read."—James C.
Scott, Yale University
Fifty Years of Good Reading
May 13 2022 50 year since
founding the University of
Texas, they have witnessed
major evolutions in the world of
publishing.
The Woman in the Violence
Aug 04 2021 Combating abuse
and violence in a South
American capital
Interwoven Feb 07 2022 In
the 1600s, Marcos Cunamasi,
an indigenous man in Pelileo,
Ecuador, hid his child to
protect him from officials who
would put the boy to work in
the textile mill. Cunamasi was
forced to turn him over.
Because his young son couldn’t
keep up with spinning his
quota of wool per day,
Cunamasi helped so the child
wouldn’t be whipped. After
working a year, Cunamasi was
paid a shirt and a hat.
Interwoven is the untold story
of indigenous people’s
historical experience in colonial
Ecuador’s textile economy. It
focuses on the lives of Native
Andean families in Pelileo, a
town dominated by one of
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Quito’s largest and longest-
lasting textile mills. Quito’s
textile industry developed as a
secondary market to supply
cloth to mining centers in the
Andes; thus, the experience of
indigenous people in Pelileo is
linked to the history of mining
in Bolivia and Peru. Although
much has been written about
colonial Quito’s textile
economy, Rachel Corr provides
a unique perspective by putting
indigenous voices at the center
of that history. Telling the
stories of Andean families of
Pelileo, she traces their varied
responses to historical
pressures over three hundred
years; the responses range
from everyday acts to the
historical transformation of
culture through ethnogenesis.
These stories of ordinary
Andean men and women
provide insight into the lived
experience of the people who
formed the backbone of Quito’s
textile industry.
Women Traders in Cross-
Cultural Perspective Mar 11
2022 This innovative volume
studies women as economic,
political, and cultural
mediators of space, gender,
value, and language in informal
markets. Drawing on diverse
methodologies—multisited
fieldwork, linguistic analysis,
and archival research—the
contributors demonstrate how
women move between and knit
together household and
marketplace activities. This
knitting together pivots on how
household practices and
economies are translated and
transferred to the market, as
well as how market practices
and economic principles
become integral to the nature

and construction of the
household. Exploring the
cultural identities and
economic practices of women
traders in ten diverse
locales—Bolivia, Ghana,
Hungary, India, Indonesia,
Mexico, Morocco, Nicaragua,
Peru, and the Philippines—the
authors pay special attention to
the effects of global forces,
national economic policies, and
nongovernmental organizations
on women’s participation in the
market and the domestic
sector. The authors also
consider the impact that
women’s economic and political
activities—in social movements,
public protests, and more
hidden kinds of subversive
behavior—have on state policy,
on the attitudes of different
sectors of society toward
female traders, and on the
dynamics of the market itself. A
final theme focuses on the
cultural dimension of
mediation. Many women
traders straddle cultural
spheres and move back and
forth between them. Does this
affect their participation in the
market and their identities?
How do ties of ethnicity or acts
of reciprocity affect the nature
of commodity exchanges? Do
they create exchanges that are
neither purely commodified nor
wholly without calculation? Or
is it more often the case that
ethnic commonalities and
reciprocity merely mask the
commodification of social and
economic exchanges? Does this
straddling lead to the
emergence of new kinds of
hybrid identities and practices?
In considering these questions,
the authors specify the ways in
which consumers contribute to

identity formation among
market women.
Gregorio Condori Mamani.
Asunta Quispe Huamán Jan
01 2024
The Circulation of Children
Nov 06 2021 In this vivid
ethnography, Jessaca B.
Leinaweaver explores “child
circulation,” informal
arrangements in which
indigenous Andean children are
sent by their parents to live in
other households. At first
glance, child circulation
appears tantamount to child
abandonment. When seen in
that light, the practice is a
violation of international norms
regarding children’s rights,
guidelines that the Peruvian
state relies on in regulating
legal adoptions. Leinaweaver
demonstrates that such an
understanding of the practice
is simplistic and misleading.
Her in-depth ethnographic
analysis reveals child
circulation to be a meaningful,
pragmatic social practice for
poor and indigenous Peruvians,
a flexible system of kinship that
has likely been part of Andean
lives for centuries. Child
circulation may be initiated
because parents cannot care
for their children, because a
childless elder wants company,
or because it gives a young
person the opportunity to gain
needed skills. Leinaweaver
provides insight into the
emotional and material factors
that bring together and
separate indigenous Andean
families in the highland city of
Ayacucho. She describes how
child circulation is intimately
linked to survival in the city,
which has had to withstand
colonialism, economic isolation,
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and the devastating civil war
unleashed by the Shining Path.
Leinaweaver examines the
practice from the perspective
of parents who send their
children to live in other
households, the adults who
receive them, and the children
themselves. She relates child
circulation to international
laws and norms regarding
children’s rights, adoptions,
and orphans, and to Peru’s
history of racial conflict and
violence. Given that history,
Leinaweaver maintains that it
is not surprising that child
circulation, a practice
associated with Peru’s
impoverished indigenous
community, is alternately
ignored, tolerated, or
condemned by the state.
The Routledge Handbook of
Violence in Latin American
Literature Mar 03 2024 This
Handbook brings together
essays from an impressive
group of well-established and
emerging scholars from all
around the world, to show the
many different types of
violence that have plagued
Latin America since the pre-
Colombian era, and how each
has been seen and
characterized in literature and
other cultural mediums ever
since. This ambitious collection
analyzes texts from some of the
region's most tumultuous time
periods, beginning with early
violence that was
predominately tribal and
ideological in nature; to
colonial and decolonial violence
between colonizers and the
native population; through to
the political violence we have
seen in the postmodern period,
marked by dictatorship,

guerrilla warfare,
neoliberalism, as well as
representations of violence
caused by drug trafficking and
migration. The volume provides
readers with literary examples
from across the centuries,
showing not only how
widespread the violence has
been, but crucially how it has
shaped the region and evolved
over time.
Indigenous Religions Oct 06
2021 Presents an overview of
indigenous religions of Africa,
Australia, India, Arctic regions,
Mexico and others.
Work, Protest, and Identity in
Twentieth-century Latin
America Apr 11 2022 This text
takes a novel approach to
labor. Rather than examine the
labor movement, labor unions,
and labor organizing, Work,
Protest, and Identity in
Twentieth-Century Latin
America sets work in the
context of social history in
Latin America. It combines a
chronological approach with a
topical one to clarify how work
is related to other themes in
daily Latin American life-
themes such as gender, race,
family life, ethnicity,
immigration, politics, industrial
and agricultural growth, and
religion. The essays in this
collection bring together
original studies and published
works that illustrate the
tensions and conflicts between
work, identity, and community
that caused protest to take
many different forms in Latin
American countries. Designed
to give students a better
appreciation for the complexity
of the lives of the wage-
working sectors of society and
the richness of their

contributions to the cultures
and nations of the region,
Work, Protest, and Identity in
Twentieth-Century Latin
America is essential for courses
on the social history of Latin
America, state formation, labor
and protest, and surveys of
modern Latin America.
Autobiografía Nov 30 2023
Writing in the Air Oct 30
2023 Originally published in
1994, Writing in the Air is one
of the most significant books of
modern Latin American literary
and cultural criticism. In this
seminal work, the influential
Latin American literary critic
Antonio Cornejo Polar offers
the most extended articulation
of his efforts to displace
notions of hybridity or
"mestizaje" dominant in Latin
American cultural studies with
the concept of heterogeneity:
the persistent interaction of
cultural difference that cannot
be resolved in synthesis. He
reexamines encounters
between Spanish and
indigenous Andean cultural
systems in the New World from
the Conquest into the 1980s.
Through innovative readings of
narratives of conquest and
liberation, homogenizing
nineteenth- and twentieth-
century discourses, and
contemporary Andean
literature, he rejects the
dominance of the written word
over oral literature. Cornejo
Polar decenters literature as
the primary marker of Latin
American cultural identity,
emphasizing instead the
interlacing of multiple
narratives that generates the
heterogeneity of contemporary
Latin American culture.
Neoliberal Reform in Machu
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Picchu Jun 01 2021 As Latin
America completes its second
decade of neoliberal reforms,
Pellegrino A. Luciano takes
readers on an ethnographic
journey back to a moment of
monumental social and
economic change in Peru. In
Neoliberal Reform in Machu
Picchu, Luciano describes the
privatization struggles and
challenges of people living in
the district of Machu Picchu, a
heritage area and tourism
destination, during the early
2000s. This Incan citadel
became central to the Peruvian
government’s neoliberal
policies and efforts to project a
new global image and attract
foreign capital. Luciano
analyzes the role of middle-
class actors in consequence,
resistance, and accommodation
to these neoliberal changes.
This book is recommended for
scholars of anthropology,
political science, economics,
tourism studies, and history.
Sacrifice and Regeneration
Aug 16 2022 At the dawn of the
twentieth century, while Lima's
aristocrats hotly debated the
future of a nation filled with
"Indians," thousands of Aymara
and Quechua Indians left the
pews of the Catholic Church
and were baptized into
Seventh-day Adventism. One of
the most staggering Christian
phenomena of our time, the
mass conversion from
Catholicism to various forms of
Protestantism in Latin America
was so successful that Catholic
contemporaries became
extremely anxious on noticing
that parts of the Indigenous
population in the Andean
plateau had joined a Protestant
church. In Sacrifice and

Regeneration Yael Mabat
focuses on the extraordinary
success of Seventh-day
Adventism in the Andean
highlands at the beginning of
the twentieth century and
sheds light on the historical
trajectories of Protestantism in
Latin America. By approaching
the religious conversion among
Indigenous populations in the
Andes as a multifaceted and
dynamic interaction between
converts, missionaries, and
their social settings and
networks, Mabat demonstrates
how the religious and spiritual
needs of converts also brought
salvation to the missionaries.
Conversion had important
ramifications on the way social,
political, and economic
institutions on the local and
national level functioned. At
the same time, socioeconomic
currents had both short-term
and long-term impacts on
idiosyncratic religious
practices and beliefs that both
accelerated and impeded
religious change. Mabat's
innovative historical
perspective on religious
transformation allows us to
better comprehend the
complex and often
contradictory way in which
Protestantism took shape in
Latin America.
Transnational Spanish Studies
May 25 2023 The focus of this
book is two-fold. First it traces
the expansive geographical
spread of the language
commonly referred to as
Spanish. This has given rise to
multiple hybrid formations over
time emerging in the clash of
multiple cultures, languages
and religions within and
between great empires

(Roman, Islamic, Hispano-
Catholic), each with
expansionist policies leading to
wars, huge territorial gains and
population movements. This
long history makes
Hispanophone culture itself a
supranational, trans-imperial
one long before we witness its
various national cultures being
refashioned as a result of the
transnational processes
associated with globalization
today. Indeed, the Spanish
language we recognise today
was ‘transnational’ long before
it was ever the foundation of a
single nation state. Secondly, it
approaches the more recent
post-national, translingual and
inter-subjective ‘border-
crossings’ that characterise the
global world today with an eye
to their unfolding within this
long trans-imperial history of
the Hispanophone world. In
doing so, it maps out some of
the contemporary post-colonial,
decolonial and trans-Atlantic
inflections of this trans-
imperial history as manifest in
literature, cinema, music and
digital cultures. Contributors:
Christopher J. Pountain, L.P.
Harvey, James T. Monroe,
Rosaleen Howard, Mark
Thurner, Alexander Samson,
Andrew Ginger, Samuel Llano,
Philip Swanson, Claire Taylor,
Emily Baker, Elzbieta
Slodowska, Francisco-J.
Hernández Adrián, Henriette
Partzsch, Helen Melling,
Conrad James and Benjamin
Quarshie.
Living with the Dead in the
Andes Jan 21 2023 The Andean
idea of death differs markedly
from the Western view. In the
Central Andes, particularly the
highlands, death is not
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conceptually separated from
life, nor is it viewed as a
permanent state. People,
animals, and plants simply
transition from a soft, juicy,
dynamic life to drier, more
lasting states, like dry corn
husks or mummified ancestors.
Death is seen as an extension
of vitality. Living with the Dead
in the Andes considers recent
research by archaeologists,
bioarchaeologists,
ethnographers, and
ethnohistorians whose work
reveals the diversity and
complexity of the dead-living
interaction. The book’s
contributors reap the salient
results of this new research to
illuminate various conceptions
and treatments of the dead:
“bad” and “good” dead,
mummified and preserved, the
body represented by art or
effigies, and personhood in
material and symbolic terms.
Death does not end or erase
the emotional bonds
established in life, and a
comprehensive understanding
of death requires consideration
of the corpse, the soul, and the
mourners. Lingering sentiment
and memory of the departed
seems as universal as death
itself, yet often it is economic,
social, and political agendas
that influence the interactions
between the dead and the
living. Nine chapters written by
scholars from diverse countries
and fields offer data-rich case
studies and innovative
methodologies and approaches.
Chapters include discussions
on the archaeology of memory,
archaeothanatology (analysis of
the transformation of the entire
corpse and associated
remains), a historical analysis

of postmortem ritual activities,
and ethnosemantic-
iconographic analysis of the
living-dead relationship. This
insightful book focuses on the
broader concerns of life and
death.
Andean Lives Jun 06 2024
Gregorio Condori Mamani and
Asunta Quispe Huamán were
runakuna, a Quechua word that
means "people" and refers to
the millions of indigenous
inhabitants neglected, reviled,
and silenced by the dominant
society in Peru and other
Andean countries. For Gregorio
and Asunta, however, that
silence was broken when
Peruvian anthropologists
Ricardo Valderrama Fernández
and Carmen Escalante
Gutiérrez recorded their life
stories. The resulting Spanish-
Quechua narrative, published
in the mid-1970s and since
translated into many
languages, has become a
classic introduction to the lives
and struggles of the "people" of
the Andes. Andean Lives is the
first English translation of this
important book. Working
directly from the Quechua,
Paul H. Gelles and Gabriela
Martínez Escobar have
produced an English version
that will be easily accessible to
general readers and students,
while retaining the poetic
intensity of the original
Quechua. It brings to vivid life
the words of Gregorio and
Asunta, giving readers
fascinating and sometimes
troubling glimpses of life
among Cuzco's urban poor,
with reflections on rural village
life, factory work, haciendas,
indigenous religion, and
marriage and family

relationships.
Andean Lives Apr 04 2024
Fat Apr 23 2023 An eclectic
and highly original examination
of one of the most dynamic
concepts-and constructs-in the
world. With more than one
billion overweight adults in the
world today, obesity has
become an epidemic. But fat is
not as straightforward-or even
as uni-versally damned-as one
might think. Enlisting thirteen
anthropologists and a fat
activist, editors and
anthropologists Don Kulick and
Anne Meneley have produced
an unconventional-and
unprecedented-examination of
fat in various cultural and
social contexts. In this
anthology, these writers argue
that fat is neither a mere
physical state nor an inert
concept. Instead, it is a
construct built by culture and
judged in courts of public
opinion, courts whose laws
vary from society to society.
From the anthropology of "fat-
talk" among teenage girls in
Sweden to the veneration of
Spam in Hawaii; from fear of
the fat-sucking pishtaco
vampire in the Andes to the
underground allure of fat porn
stars like Supersize Betsy-this
anthology provides fresh
perspectives on a subject more
complex than love handles, and
less easily understood than a
number on a scale. Fat proves
that fat can be beautiful, evil,
pornographic, delicious,
shameful, ugly, or magical. It
all depends on who-and where-
you are.
Natural Resource Conflicts
[2 volumes] Dec 08 2021
Natural resource and
environmental conflicts have
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long been issues confronting
human societies. This case-
based examination of a wide
range of natural resource
disputes exposes readers to
many contemporary examples
that offer reasons for both hope
and concern. The Rwandan
genocide, the Sudanese civil
war, and perpetual instability
in the Middle East and Africa:
each of these crises have
arguably been instigated and
maintained by natural resource
disputes. China has undertaken
a Herculean task to plant
hundreds of millions of trees
along its margins in an effort to
save Beijing from crippling
dust storms and halt the
expansion of the Gobi desert.
Will it work, and is it worth it?
These and many other cases of
conflict stemming from natural
resource or environmental
concerns are explained and
debated in this up-to-date
examination of contemporary
and ongoing topics. The book
examines conflicts over
precious resources and
minerals, such as diamonds,
oil, water, and fisheries, as well
as the pursuit of lesser-known
minerals like Coltan and other

"rare earth
elements"—important
resources in our technological
age—in remote locations such
as Greenland and the Congo.
Each topic contains an
overview and two position
essays from different authors,
thereby providing the reader
with highly informative and
balanced perspectives.
Reference entries accompany
each topic as well, helping
students to better understand
each issue. As the world
hurtles into the 21st century,
these natural resource issues
are becoming increasingly
important, with all global
citizens having a significant
stake in how these conflicts
arise and play out.
Borges and Kafka, Bolaño
and Bloom Aug 28 2023 At a
time in which many in the
United States see Spanish
America as a distinct and, for
some, threatening culture
clearly differentiated from that
of Europe and the US, it may
be of use to look at the works
of some of the most
representative and celebrated
writers from the region to see
how they imagined their
relationship to Western culture

and literature. In fact, while
authors across stylistic and
political divides—like Gabriela
Mistral, Jorge Luis Borges, or
Gabriel García Márquez—see
their work as being framed
within the confines of a
globalized Western literary
tradition, their relationship,
rather than epigonal, is often
subversive. Borges and Kafka,
Bolaño and Bloom is a parsing
not simply of these authors'
reactions to a canon, but of the
notion of canon writ large and
the inequities and erasures
therein. It concludes with a
look at the testimonial and
autobiographical writings of
Rigoberta Menchú and Lurgio
Gavilán, who arguably
represent the trajectory of
Indigenous testimonial and
autobiographical writing
during the last forty years,
noting how their texts
represent alternative ways of
relating to national and, on
occasion, Western cultures.
This study is a new attempt to
map writers' diverse ways of
thinking about locality and
universality from within and
without what is known as the
canon.
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